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Why Denmark was chosen by the Chinese companies?

Foreign companies considering Denmark as their next business location need only to deal with one partner: Invest in Denmark. where in Denmark to find the perfect match of talents, competences and infrastructure is customized to simplify decision-making for foreign investors.

- Regional cooperation makes it easy for foreign companies. Foreign investors benefit from Invest in Denmark’s formal long-term cooperation agreements with Denmark’s regions and Copenhagen Capacity, the Danish capital’s investment promotion agency. This cooperation means that Invest in Denmark can provide a fully coordinated business solution to any company considering Denmark as their location for further expansion.

- Business solutions from the investor’s perspective, not from the point of view of local business interests. In some cases the best solution for a multinational life science company might be a R&D center in Southern Denmark, clinical testing together with university clinics in Northern and Central Denmark as well as a European headquarter based in Copenhagen.

- Invest in Denmark's Regional Offices. Foreign companies get access to regional competences and networks. Foreign investors and companies benefit from a number of Invest in Denmark’s regional offices in all parts of Denmark.

- Local innovation centers and companies in the different parts of Denmark. This gives foreign investors a unique overview of research, business and cooperation opportunities in Denmark. On top of this, Invest in Denmark makes sure your company gets preferential treatment with local authorities, consultants, lawyers and accountants as well as other service providers.

- The regional offices also make sure that Invest in Denmark is up to speed on regional growth strategies, incentives etc. The regional network is anchored in the association “Foreningen Vestdansk Investeringsfremme” between Region North Denmark, Central Denmark Region and the Region of Southern Denmark.

- The Zealand Region has a similar regional cooperation agreement with Invest in Denmark ensuring the staffing of yet another regional office in Roskilde. Copenhagen Capacity is part of Invest in Denmark’s network.

- Invest in Denmark and Copenhagen Capacity has entered into a framework agreement to coordinate services provided to foreign investors considering Copenhagen as their next business location.
How do you find Chinese companies in Denmark?

Ask the related organization

The Chinese companies in Denmark are representing EU-China trade relationships. Denmark is a key country in the EU which China has a great deal imports/exports trading with. Therefore Chinese companies invested in Denmark are important indicator for economic development between China and the EU.

The best way to find Chinese companies in Denmark is to get a List of Chinese Companies Invested in Denmark which is compiled by DCCC, including all the names and locations of Chinese companies in Denmark, etc. to obtain the list, email to: info@dccchina.org